PUBLIC NOTICE TO THE ZUNI COMMUNITY

As of September 7, 2021, the following information is being released by the Emergency Management and the Pueblo of Zuni. Updates are received through the Zuni/Ramah Service Unit (IHS); test results reflect All Community Members, tribal and non-tribal.

Total Test Performed by the Zuni Hospital Lab as of; 9/3-6/21: 13,656
Total Negative to date: 10,914
Total Positives to date: 1,559

Total Positive Test Results for Zuni Community as of; 9/3-6/21: 1,258

Number of New Positives for Zuni Community for; 9/3-6/21: 6
Breakthrough Cases: 4  12 Years Old and Younger: 0

Total Recoveries as of; 9/3-6/21: 1,016

*Total number of recoveries include family members exposed to COVID-19 who did not take a COVID-19 test.

The Pueblo of Zuni Emergency Management is stressing to the community to adhere to the shelter-in-place, continued use of face covering and hand sanitizers, limit traveling and social distancing; understand that it takes one person to infect everyone around them. Please stay safe, If, you or a family member is sick, stay home. Please DO NOT put your guard down even if you are fully vaccinated. Continue to stay safe!

For additional information, please call the POZ COVID-19 Information Center, Sunday through Saturday, 8:00 am to 5:00 pm (weekend line is open) at the following phone number: (505) 782-7114.

Information on Test Results, Questions or Concerns call:

COVID Vaccination Hotline: (505) 782-7590

School Vaccination Info: (505) 782-7340

Monday – Friday 9:00 AM – 5:00 PM
Graph Released by ZPHS 09/07/2021.

**NOTE: TOTAL BREAKTHROUGH IS FOUR (4) AS NOTED ABOVE.**